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The questions are equal value.
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candidates are required to give their answers in their own trords

as far as applicable.

L. Answer uny ten of the following questions:

(a) Writl any two functions of cell wall.

and cell membrane?

What are the main types of cellular reproductions?

What are the approximate sizes of typical proteins found in human bo,Jr l

What Ls the size of a nucleic acid?

what rype of energy is required to form bacterial cers?

Define DNA replication process.

0) What are the steps of"protein replication?

G) Wfrat do you mean by transcription of DNA?

(l) How many genes are there in a typicar human cell?

2xl0=20

(b) what are the differences between cerl walr

(c) What is Allomerric scaling law?

(d) Define cellular reproduction.

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

(i)



(7)
(m) whrr is the number of genes present in an RBc cer?
(n) Whz t is self_sustainin-e 

ecosystem?

(o) How man\. models of ecosystems are there? Name them.
2. Answer ct ry four.of the following questions:

(a) Ho*.coes the process of the exchalge of energy with irc ^-,;-^_ 

5x4=20

(b) Draw a neat rabered diasram or *, ,r" *o .ll, 
"i]]]*. 

occur in a riving celr ?

(c) Whal a,"" 11i" .tages of RNA-Transcripdon 
process?

(d) What is rhe structure and funcdon of mitochondria in a living cell?(e) Discuss briefly about molecular evolution.

(0 Discuss any one model of celJular dynamics.

G) What are the main functions of protein?

(h) Writ6 a syrorl ,ote on the transport process across a cell membrane.
3. Answer an! twoof the following questions:

(a) Discuss about simple random walk.

(b) (r) write a shofi nofe nn fr^_lote on Convergent Evolution.

(ii) Discuss briefly about Mekbolic networks.

(c) (i) what is genor;,pe-phenorype 
map? write ir,s rwo apprications.

(ii) Draw the strucnue of a human br:ain indicating the main three parts
" (d) Draw the labelled diagram of a neuron.
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